Following the successful completion of its First & Second Open House in May 2010 & May 2011 respectively, the Faculty of Engineering and Technology is going to conduct its “3rd Open House”. This event will be organized in engineering blocks of Male and Female campuses separately. It will include R & D projects as well as industrial stall displays & presentations. The primary objective is to familiarize the Educational and Industrial Community of the potential of the students, quality of education, state of the art technology and the projects accomplished under the supervision of our dynamic and highly qualified faculty. The Professionals from Industry, Organizations, Institutions, Academia and students from other universities and colleges are invited to attend this event. The tentative schedule is listed as under:

- **Main Event**
- **Students R&D project display and demonstrations**
- **Electronics industry stalls and commercial products display**
- **Faculty of Engineering and Technology (FET) Tour**
- **Seminars and Student Interviews by experts from Industry and Academia**

**Contact Information:**

Dr. Muhammad Zubair,
Department of Electronic Engineering,
Faculty of Engineering and Technology,
International Islamic University,
Sector H-10, Islamabad(44000)

Phone: +92-51-9019404, 9019571, 9019465
Fax: +92-51-9258025
E-mail: open.house@iiu.edu.pk
The Faculty of Engineering and Technology (FET) was established in year 2007 with Department of Electronic Engineering as its first constituent department. Later Department of Mechanical Engineering started working as the second constituent department of FET on February 2010. The foundation stone of an independent building block namely Jabir Bin Hayan (Engineering) Block was laid in April, 2007 which was inaugurated in July, 2009. The present Faculty of Engineering and Technology is one of the largest Faculties within the University with a thriving undergraduate and postgraduate student population of over 1200. This includes over 200 female students. The syllabus is continually under development and review, in line with the requirements of various professional bodies (Higher Education Commission and Pakistan Engineering Council) that accredit our programs.

Schedule/List of Events

1- Main Event, 3rd May, 10am to 4pm
The main event is to take place at the Electronic Engineering Department at the male campus and the female campus simultaneously. The projects of male and female students will be displayed in their respective campuses.

2- Students R&D project display and demonstrations
The projects from the final year students of the Department of Electronic Engineering will be presented. This show will help the students to seek their carriers in the industry or pursue for the higher studies. The Faculty members will also display their commercial and research related work/projects in the Open House.

3- Electronic industry stalls and commercial products display
Our esteemed guests/visitors from the Electronic Engineering Industry/Organizations are welcome to put up their stalls for new/developments and commercial products for exhibition. They can market their products on the occasion as well give technical demonstrations to the visitors. They will be provided space and help for this purpose on “first come first serve basis”.

4- Faculty of Engineering and Technology (FET) Tour
A guided tour of the Final Year Projects (FYPs) , Industrial Product Exhibition stalls and Facilities in Department of Electronic and Mechanical Engineering will be conducted for the visitors/guests by the Members of the Organizing Committee. All the guests will be received at the DEE entry door and program leaflets/information will be given to the participants.

5- Opportunity to coordinate with experts from Industry and Academia
It will be a great opportunity for all the Intellectuals, Industry Professionals and students alike to take maximum benefit from this “OPEN HOUSE”. Professionals from Industries/Organizations, Scholars from Academia and students will be interacting during this occasion to exchange ideas, discuss issues, seek job interviews, mark future course of R&D work.

Date: 3rd May 2012
Time: 10am-4pm
Venue: Male Campus: Jabir Bin Hayan Engineering Block, Department of Electronic Engineering, FET, IIU, H-10 Campus, Islamabad
Female Campus: Fatima-tu-Zahra Block, Female Campus, Department of Electronic Engineering, FET, IIU, H-10 Campus, Islamabad
Note: Male Visitors are not allowed in Female Campus and Females will not be entertained in Male Campus.